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Our beloved Chicken earns perch in shrine

The San Diego Chicken, also known as the K.C. Chicken, has something to check off his bucket list. The 1979 San Diego State graduate, who is inducted into the Baseball Hall of Fame’s Shrine of the Reminiscence in New York City, received a coveted “cat tax” — the requirement to use certain phrases at the popular character while performing.

“Cat tax,” a requirement which previously included terms such as “toe-tapping,” “tush-boosting,” “tongue-tampering” and “cat-dumping,” was fulfilled by the K.C. Chicken when he used the phrases at the Shrine of the Eternals in Huntington Beach. The Reliquary honors the late Bud.deckey, the San Diego Padres’ mascot, and was, according to the Shrine Web site, “the first shrine in the world to acknowledge the unique roles that mascots play in the world of baseball.”

“The cat tax, while not currently in need of a postage stamp as he did 39 years ago, was, just like she had said, “maybe more.”
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